
 
Team Challenge  
Flannel Rabbits

We have a challenge! We are tasked with making  
100 flannel animals to be given to the children at  

St Richard’s Hospital, and those at Chestnut Tree Hospice.  
Materials have been kindly donated by the amazing staff at  

John Lewis Chichester and Dunelm.



1) Take the flannel and open it out flat on a 
surface.

3) Turn the rolled flannel over keeping the rolls 
in place.

4) Bend the flannel in half so that it looks as 
above.

You will need: 
 
1 x Flannel
2 x Elastic Bands
2 x Satin Ribbon
1 x Floristry ‘curling’ ribbon
1 x Small Soap
1 x Pink Foam Nose
1 x Cellophane bag
2 x Self-adhesive wobbly eyes
2 x fluffy pompoms
Scissors for curling ribbon if desired and 
double-sided sticky tape.

2) Take hold of one corner of the flannel and 
roll it inwards towards the middle, stopping 
when you hit the half-way point. Repeat with 
the other side.



7) Tie a ribbon around each elastic band so
that they are hidden. Tie the ribbons in bows.

9) Poke the folded nose in the middle of the
folds that make the rabbit’s head.

10) Take two pompoms and stick them side-
by-side with double-sided sticky tape. Then 
place a piece of sticky tape that spans both 
pompoms underneath them and stick them 
over the nose.

5) Grab an elastic band and wrap it twice
around the flannel (around a third of the way up
from the bend of the flannel) .

6) Wrap a second elastic band two thirds of the 
way up from the bend of the flannel.

8) Take a piece of pink foam and bend it in half.



11) Stick two self adhesive eyes above the 
nose.

12) Poke a soap into the body of the rabbit.

13) Place the rabbit creation into a cellophane
bag. Gather the top and then tie a piece of
curling ribbon around to secure it.

Once done, curl the ribbon with scissors, or tie 
in a bow!

You have successfully made your 
rabbit!




